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from the Food and Drug Administration

for easing stressful memories.)

The biological reason why we never

forget significant experiences involves

the amygdala, an almond-shaped portion

of the temporal lobe. Highly emotional

events stimulate the amygdala to release

so-called stress hormones, such as adren-

aline, into our hippocampus. These hor-

mones strengthen the recollections, grue-

some or lovely, of the events that

prompted their release. In PTSD, graphic

memories—frequently including flash-

backs and nightmares—not only remain

intense over time, but are self-perpetuat-

ing. Each time a su≠erer relives the trau-

matic experiences, the amygdala re-

releases stress hormones into the brain,

and consequently reinforces already un-

wanted memories. But propranolol inter-

feres with the amygdala’s receptors and

“takes it o≠-line,” Pitman says. “It blocks

the consolidation of memory.”

Since the amygdala doesn’t release

stress hormones in response to ordinary

situations, it’s not surprising we forget

where we placed our keys or parked our

car. “You are likely to remember in fair

detail what you were doing on the morn-

ing of September 11, 2001,” says Pitman.

“But do you remember what you were

doing on the morning of September 10?”

This reaction, he maintains, is firmly

based in natural selection. “If a primitive

hominid decided to take a new route to a

watering hole and on her way encoun-

tered a crocodile,” he says, “should she

fail to remember in the future that a croc-

odile inhabited that route, she would be

more likely to take it again and be elimi-

nated from the gene pool.”

As a society, we place tremendous

value on recollection—from court testi-

monies to cherished reminiscences of

childhood—so a drug capable of a≠ecting

memory may raise thorny legal and ethi-

cal concerns. If, for example, a woman

takes propranolol following an assault, is

she jeopardizing the validity of future

testimony because her memory has been

altered? Pitman agrees propranolol could

threaten successful prosecutions, but

“Medical concerns trump legal con-

cerns,” he says. “Would you withhold

morphine, which can a≠ect memory,

from a mugging victim with broken

bones?” He emphasizes that propranolol

does not eliminate memories, but allows

victims “to maintain a level of memory

similar to that of a bystander.” 

But if propranolol, or drugs like it, be-

come an emergency-room staple, will we

soon be tinkering with memories of those

experiences that, while painful, serve to

define who we are, and teach us valuable

lessons? “This is a legitimate ethical con-

cern,” says Pitman. “But it is speculative

and I wouldn’t let speculation block the

ability to help someone. Most people

who have PTSD are so debilitated, they

would prefer to have their memories tin-

kered with.”

If tinkering is to be done, then it must

be done quickly. Propranolol must reach

the amygdala before a memory has had

time to settle in; even 24 hours following

trauma may be too late. Pitman has yet to

determine the size of “the window of op-

portunity,” but it will almost certainly be

too short for emergency-room doctors to

evaluate a patient’s likelihood of develop-

ing PTSD (some people, such as those

with smaller hippocampi, may be predis-

posed to the disorder). In other words, if

propranolol begins to be routinely pre-

scribed, some percentage of those who

receive it may not really need it. “You will

have to decide,” Pitman says, “if the dam-

age is worse than the benefit.”

�catherine dupree

roger k. pitman e-mail address:
roger_pitman@hms.harvard.edu

T
he stories of Manhattan’s outra-

geous apartment prices are leg-

endary: residents routinely pay

through the nose for a studio

roughly the size of a childhood tree

house. It seems intuitive

that the high cost of living

in the core of the Big Apple

grows out of the high de-

mand for housing there.

But new economics re-

search o≠ers an alternative

explanation for the pricey

real estate: the city’s con-

fusing morass of govern-

ment regulation.

In “Why Is Manhattan

So Expensive?” a recent Manhattan Insti-

tute report, Harvard professor of eco-

nomics Edward L. Glaeser and Joseph

Gyourko, Bucksbaum professor of real es-

tate and finance at the Wharton School,

assert that upwards of half the cost of

new housing on the island stems from

what they call a “zoning tax”: costs asso-

ciated with developers’ having to navi-

gate the city’s bureaucracy and regula-

tions. The study examined a sample of

23,060 condominiums throughout the

borough and tried to determine why—

when the cost of building new high-rise

apartments there ranges from about $150
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Mugged on Park Avenue

Manhattan skyline: Getting higher in every way
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to $200 per square foot—the going rate

for purchasing those units is between

double and triple that.

The researchers found that between

1984 and 2002, the mean and median sales

prices for condominiums in Manhattan

were about $486 per square foot and $455

per square foot respectively (adjusted to

2002 dollars)—meaning a 500-square-

foot condo would cost nearly $250,000.

Ordinarily, such robust prices would lead

to increased competition and greater

supply, which would cause prices to fall.

However, Manhattan’s prices have con-

tinued to rise at rates more than double

the national average. And since 1980—de-

spite strong demand, rising prices, and a

surging economy—there’s been a steady

M U S I C A L  S H A R E S

Upside for Downloads

L
ast year, pop star Madonna went on the attack in the war
over file sharing, the popular but illegal practice of down-
loading copyrighted music from the Internet for free. In the
spring of 2003, she and her record label,Warner Brothers,

seeded the Web with faux downloads of her new song “Ameri-
can Life.” Instead of music, downloaders heard an obscene repri-
mand from the queen of pop herself. She’s not alone: lots of mu-
sicians and music executives maintain that file sharing puts the
industry at risk. From 2000 to 2002, the number of CDs shipped
in the United States plummeted by 15 percent and downloads,
say many in the music world, are to blame.

Against such a backdrop, the findings of Felix Oberholzer-
Gee, associate professor of business administration at Harvard
Business School, are nothing short of heresy. Oberholzer-Gee
examined downloads and record sales for the last four months
of 2002, and determined that downloads didn’t hurt record
sales. In fact, even in his most unfavorable model, only one CD
sale was lost for every 5,000 songs downloaded.

To conduct the study, Oberholzer-Gee and Koleman Strumpf
of the University of North Carolina obtained the log for the
OpenNap servers, where 1.75 million songs were downloaded
in the last 17 weeks of 2002.They tracked songs from the 680
best-selling albums of that period (according to the Billboard
charts) to see whether there was a relationship between the
number of times a song was downloaded and sales of the CD
that included that song.Their statistical model revealed no cor-
relation between the two, deflating the industry’s claim that
every free download means a lost sale.

The results dropped Oberholzer-Gee and his colleague into
the center of a controversy. “We expected it to be newswor-
thy, but nothing along these lines,” he says. “Every morning I
come to my office and my e-mail in box is completely flooded.”
Industry response was swift: the Recording Industry Association
of America issued a press release criticizing the study on several
counts, including the fact that it contradicted earlier findings.

Those studies were probably flawed, Oberholzer-Gee
maintains. Researchers typically gather details about Internet
behavior by observing Internet users who allow researchers
to monitor their behavior, or by taking surveys of Internet
users. “The problem with the survey studies is that this is an
illegal activity,” Oberholzer-Gee says. “Would you tell some-

one, ‘Yes, I’m doing it, and I’m doing it all the time’? And if I
voluntarily sign up for someone to watch my every move on
the Internet, I’m probably not the average person.”

Others have wondered if the fact that the research sample
included the holiday season, when many buy CDs as gifts, may
have artificially bolstered CD sales.Though this argument made
sense to him at first, Oberholzer-Gee re-estimated the model
without the December data and found that holiday sales didn’t
make a difference.

So what has forced record sales to plummet? Oberholzer-
Gee can’t be sure based on this study, which merely shows that
downloads aren’t to blame. But one theory is that CD sales in
the early 1990s ballooned because consumers were purchasing
copies of old albums just to have them in the new CD for-
mat—and that buying binge is now over.

“I personally think the study is great news for the indus-
try,” he says. “One can imagine that file sharing would hurt
the industry, and it’s fantastic to know that this is not the
case.” What’s needed, he says, is for industry leaders to take a
clear-eyed, unemotional look at the issue.“In the long run, the
industry needs to know what digital file sharing does [in
order] to understand how it can survive and how it can make
money and how it can bring music to music lovers.”

� erin o’donnell

felix oberholzer-gee e-mail address:
foberholzer@hbs.edu
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drop in new housing starts there.

Glaeser explains that, traditionally,

four artificial barriers lead to inflated

housing costs: shortages of available

space, technological barriers, cartel-like

building oligopolies, and barriers created

by the government. None of the first

three apply to New York City, says

Glaeser: “There aren’t any natural barri-

ers of entry into the construction indus-

try, and we’ve seen that actually, New

York City’s market can be violently com-

petitive at times.” And even in the dens-

est parts of Manhattan, developers can,

theoretically, always “build up” by adding

more stories to existing structures.

Instead, the city’s regulatory restric-

tions impose a hidden “zoning tax” on

new housing, the researchers say. Accord-

ing to the study, 50 percent or more of the

total median price of a Manhattan con-

dominium—or about $200 per square

foot—is attributable to this “tax.” No

single rule or regulation is to blame. As

Glaeser explains, “There are a thousand

di≠erent ways for a project to be shot

down,” from building codes to environ-

mental regulations to disagreements over

air rights. The totality of New York’s

deeply complex system of overlapping

oversights and regulatory agencies drives

the huge zoning tax.

Taken as a whole, that process can un-

dermine a city’s potential. “If a city wants

to have a growing economy, they’re going

to have to allow new building,” Glaeser

says. Without a supply of housing for

workers, for example, housing prices will

rise, driving up the wages necessary to

attract new workers and retain old ones.

This, in turn, slows growth and capital

investment.

Glaeser notes that some mediating re-

straints on building are necessary, because

new residents do impose costs on the city

(for more police and fire coverage, educa-

tion, and roads, for example) and on other

residents (such as greater density). The re-

searchers argue that addressing these soci-

etal costs should be a transparent process

in which developers pay clearly defined

fees rather than indirect charges resulting

from expensive regulations. Ideally, they

say, the costs should equal the marginal

social cost of a new resident to the com-

munity—which Manhattan’s current

“zoning tax” clearly exceeds. They calcu-

lated that the tax should be around 17.5

percent—roughly 5 percent to cover addi-

tional city crowding and 12.5 percent to

cover the social cost of blocking the views

of nearby apartments. Instead, the actual

figure is two to three times too high.

“There’s no sense that New York City

is special,” notes Glaeser. “It’s just where

the data were best and most available.

Many small Massachusetts cities around

Boston are far worse.” The zoning tax

amounts to as much as one-third to one-

half the value of new housing in such

major California cities as Los Angeles,

Oakland, San Francisco, and San Jose. In

Boston, Washington, D.C., and Newport

News, Virginia, it can be as much as one-

fifth of the cost of new housing.

In response, Glaeser puts forward the

possibility of a regional cost-sharing

mechanism whereby cities and towns

that blocked new housing growth would

be taxed and the revenues would go to

o≠set the cost of new residents in nearby

cities where growth was allowed. He also

suggests that municipalities examine

how their economic profiles have

changed in recent decades: land once

used for manufacturing, for example, can

often be freed for new housing.

�garrett m. graff

edward glaeser e-mail address:
eglaeser@harvard.edu

report website:
www.manhattan-
institute.org/html/cr_39.htm

L
ike fire extinguishers and

airline safety cards, lifeboats re-

mind us of a reality we prefer to

ignore; on a tropical cruise, we

tune out the lifeboat drill. Yet

these simple, old-fashioned boats stand

in perpetual, silent readiness to save our

lives if our ship founders. For more than

a century, lifeboats have changed hardly

at all; they’re a standard feature of ocean

travel that, when properly deployed, have

indeed prevented thousands of deaths at

sea. Today’s travelers, however, often

take the lifeboat for a quaint, obsolete

L I F E  A F T E R  S H I P W R E C K

The Thwarts of Last Resort

Lifeboats pull away from the Italian luxury liner Andrea Doria on July 26, 1956, near 
Nantucket. The huge ship listed heavily after the Swedish liner Stockholm rammed her in dense
fog; some 50 people died in the collision. Women and children did not have priority among 
the more than 1,600 passengers and crew rescued: the first lifeboats to reach the nearby French
liner Ile de France were filled with Andrea Doria crew members, rather than passengers. This
sinking, writes John Stilgoe, “effectively marked the end of ocean-liner travel.” 
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